
TOURS . EVENTS . MODERNISM

We'd like to welcome the many new subscribers who read about us in the '36 Hours  in36 Hours  in
Albuque rqueAlbuque rque ' article! We were honored to have been included alongside such established and
respected businesses and experiences. You're joining us at interesting time, as Modern
Albuquerque prepares to reorganize as a non-profit. A 2020 special event in the works, but our
work goes much deeper than that. Please consider taking the short poll we've created that will
enter into our conversations about the future. -Thea Have rThea Have r

TELL US WHAT YOU'D LIKE TO SEE!

AT 'NEW' MAIN, LITTLE CHANGED

The Main Library at 501 Copper holds a
special place in my heart. It's my first library,
where my grandmother took me during
babysitting duty. I can still recall sitting
spellbound in the story pit, losing myself in the
stacks. I never forgot my library and I compare
all others to it. Maybe libraries stay with us.
Architect George Clayton Pearl toted a photo
of his beloved University of Texas library
building with him to war, eager to get back.
Perhaps he understood the power of such an
institution; its beauty and purpose. Over the
years, I've been struck by how little the Main
Public Library has changed. Computers
replaced microfilm, and the card catalog is
long-retired, but the building - and the feeling
of being within it - is much the same.

When the city began to seek a replacement to
the library at Central and Edith in 1970, one of
the fundamental concerns was the new
building be able to serve the needs not just of
current Albuquerque residents, but future

ones. It would also need to accommodate the shifting dynamics of library services, technology,
and programming. Media formats and the very methods of handling information were in flux. The
job of designing a new library that could meet today's needs as well as tomorrow's fell to Pearl,
lead designer at Stevens, Mallory, Pearl, & Campbell (today, SMPC Architects). Pearl was paired
with Don Reichmann and Alan Clark, representing the staff of the library system, who came in with
big ideas and big problems.
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Among Pearl's papers now archived at the Center for Southwest Research are his notes for an
undated presentation in which he reflects on his job title: designer. He laments that, "every time I
want to refer to what I do I can't very well say 'solving functional problems which have an aesthetic
component and which result in the construction of a piece of the built environment, usually big
enough for a human being to walk into. So until I find a better word, I'm stuck with design." Pearl
clearly saw his role as a problem-solver. And he was well-suited for taking on this one.

The architect and his "architecturally sophisticated" clients agreed on a core principle of the
design: the new library must be flexible to accommodate changes in information technology that
no one could yet foresee. In a 1971 article, Pearl described his vision to the City Commission as
"uncluttered." He insisted that the library he imagined was, "not similar to any other library in the
country," designed to have more flexibility than any other he and his clients had visited. Don
Reichmann, then the Director of Library Services with whom Pearl worked during this design
process, praised Pearl's concept, saying it demonstrated the preference of the library of the
future. Fixed spaces containing necessary infrastructure, such as stairwells and elevator shafts,
would be moved to the edges of the building to allow for uninterrupted central space. This
distinction between fixed and flexible space resolved a problem an older building could not have
reconciled, and yet, even the new buildings they'd visited had also failed to arrive at this solution.

Among the public, there was some contention that the library's proposed look wasn't regional. In
their eyes, that meant the design didn't match the Pueblo-Revival style of the former Main Library.
Pearl wanted to move away from archeological influences, expressing "a general feeling that
regional architecture was no longer socially relevant." In the pre-planning stage, the clients had
requested a New Mexican building, but using no false adobe. While the resulting design hashas
been described  as Brutalis t fo r i ts  scale  and  mass ingbeen described  as Brutalis t fo r i ts  scale  and  mass ing , architect Edie Cherry, FAIA,
disagrees. She believes the structure is better categorized as regional modernism. As evidence,
she references preliminary renderings of the facade that depict the first-level as mostly glass. In
an oral history interview with Cecilia Portal, Pearl talks about the librarians' unrealized desire for a
glass first-level to attract people inside. This would have met several of his clients' criteria,
making it a building which invites people to come in and one people would want to come to see.
Pearl once reflected that the library was a rare case where the clients had a valid reason for
wanting the building's form to attract favorable public attention.

Cherry's assertion aligns with
notes in Pearl's files, that
"sometimes it is only
appropriate to achieve a
regional character through
massing, color, texture, and so
forth, as in our Main Public
Library..." Cherry and Pearl's
former colleague, Robert
Campbell, AIA, shared with us
that the library design
incorporated New Mexican
materials. The wood paneling
that lines the walls is not walnut,

but stained cottonwood. Campbell explained that the cottonwood panels were prototyped at the
firm's former office on Amherst (and were left behind in their move last year). Glenn Fellows,
FAIA, principal emeritus at SMPC Architects, added that cottonwood was difficult to work with.
Campbell also shared that Pearl designed the building down to the doorknobs. Even the carved
wood handles in the building are his designs.

http://albuquerquemodernism.unm.edu/wp/albuquerque-public-library/


Ground was broken on the
library in January, 1973. The
George Rutherford Construction
Company (now Summit) was
awarded the contract for
construction; not the first nor last
time the company would bring
one of SMPC's buildings to life.
Upon entering the library, most
eyes are drawn upwards. Edie
Cherry described the striking
modern layout above as a
'universal' ceiling: a
configurable grid of 3' x 3'
square modules each containing lighting, power, and air supply/return. The module design also
allows for vertical partitions to connect to them, permitting walls to be reconfigured. This is most
evident on the second level of the library, in the division of administrative and public space. The
column spacing was done in conjunction with the ceiling concept, which also references the
standard dimensions of book stacks. Full flexibility at a scale relevant to the library is achieved in
the interior space.

A New Mexico  Architec t artic leNew Mexico  Architec t artic le  describes the
completed library as having the "provisions for adding
an additional floor," something Campbell did not recall
and is not detailed in the plans. However, in preliminary
renderings the calculations for library growth that make a
case for a future addition are presented and a fourth-
level drawn in dotted lines. The clients initially estimated
that the 43,750 square-foot addition would be required
by the year 2000. No such addition has been
necessary, though librarians pointed us to possible
evidence of that thinking. Upon exiting the stairs or
elevator at the second level, one can observe how
another stairway could have been opened in the space
next to the existing one. Fellows acknowledges that
adding another level would have been a challenge,
regardless of the library's structural integrity, and with the
historic designation of the structure, it is unlikely to ever

receive such an addition. The second level is actually the third floor, as the children's area,
auditorium, and community space are located on what's referred to as the lower-level. Robert
Campbell explained that the lower-level was distinguished from a basement by exterior
courtyards ("pocket parks"), partially to get around sprinkler requirements that would have been
enforced if it was fully below ground.

In the early 2000s, the architectural firm Cherry/See (now Cherry/See/Reames), was hired to
renovate  the  l ib raryrenovate  the  l ib rary . Much of this remodel was completed to bring the building up to
contemporary code standards. Among these minor updates were public restrooms added to the
second-level and the addition of an exterior stairwell exit on the lower-level. The most visible
update to the library was the addition of the glass enclosure at the main entrance. Cherry
explained that originally, the library had two entrances and their placement wasn't clear. Her
update would close the second entrance and call attention to the main one at the corner of
Copper and 5th. Using glass in an aluminum frame, the addition serves to guide library users,
funneling them towards the front doors. Inside the glass entrance, the design fitted space for a
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coffee shop. Cherry approached these renovations with the "respect that one would have for a
building on the National Register of Historic Places" and for Pearl's original choices. To ensure
she maintained that respect, she presented her plans to SMPC to garner their approval before
her clients'. The updates were completed in 2006, with the coffee shop opening in 2010.

Current and former library staff remain enthusiastic about the library's design and function and it
remains largely uncluttered, yet to outgrow its original square footage. It is expansive and
thoughtful of both user and employee needs. The building has been added to the New Mexico
State Register of Cultural Properties and nominated  to  the  National His to ric  Reg is te rnominated  to  the  National His to ric  Reg is te r. When
opened in 1975, the library's interior was furnished with popular, modernist Herman Miller furniture.
Some of this remains and was classified as a single contributing object in the building's
nomination. About the odd, angular bump-out pictured at the top of the article: Cherry says that
Pearl joked, "that's where the grand piano goes."

Our thanks to Dean Smith, Joshua Fox, Robert Campbell, Glenn Fellows, and Edie Cherry for
their gracious assistance (and patience) with this article.

THE LAST RETROGRADE TOUR DEPARTS OCTOBER 26TH

But wait, weren't our walking tours just
recommended by the New York Times? We
made the decision this summer to wind
down the walking tour season at the end of
October and to place them on hold as we
reorganize our efforts, closing the
Retrograde Tours division that we've been
doing business as. But there are modern
architectural tours remaining between now
and October 26th! Please visit
www.re trog rade tours .comwww.re trog rade tours .com to view what's

available and book your Hairpin Legs tour before they go on hiatus indefinitely.
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We're also now offering Modern Albuquerque logo buttons and illustrated Civic Auditorium
postcards for purchase to walking tour guests during the reservation process. All sales always
support our efforts.

RESERVE YOUR TOUR TODAY!

UPCOMING FREE EVENT: HOME MOVIE DAY

OCTOBER 19th:OCTOBER 19th:  Do you have home movies in your house you haven't seen or want to screen?
Bring them to Home Movie Day, a celebration of amateur films held in the lower-level auditorium
at the Albuquerque Main Public Library from 11 AM until 4:30 PM on Saturday, October 19th.
Home movies filmed on 8mm, Super8mm, and 16mm will be evaluated for free and possibly
screened. Spectators are encouraged, because who knows what will show up!

Hosted by Basement FilmsBasement Films , the Albuque rque  MuseumAlbuque rque  Museum, His to ric  Albuque rque  Inc .His to ric  Albuque rque  Inc . , the
Albuque rque  His to rical Soc ie tyAlbuque rque  His to rical Soc ie ty , and Modern Albuquerque LLC. Films shot outside the city
and students works are welcome! Please visit the event's  Facebook pageevent's  Facebook page  for more. This
event is generously made possible by the following local businesses.

http://www.retrogradetours.com
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THE DE ANZA MOTOR LODGE PREPARES TO REOPEN

Renovation at the De Anza Motor
Lodge is coming to an end as the
site prepares to reopen with a new
form and function later this month.
Purchased by the City of
Albuquerque in 2003, the Route 66
landmark sat vacant behind a chain-
link fence until late 2017. Two
redevelopment plans that proposed
revitalizing all of the extant buildings
failed before a proposal preserving
only select contributing elements
plowed forward.

As the De Anza prepares to reopen, some of these restored historic elements can be seen from
the street, include the motor lodge's neon sign and two original buildings at the site's south
corners: the former Turquoise Cafe and a block of old rooms, converted into office space. Both
restored structures are ornamented with historic painted and carved wood panels. The sandstone
mined at the Zuni Pueblo, part of a mid-century remodel designed by Ferguson, Stevens,
Mallory, & Pearl, has also been reintegrated into other fixtures evident on the property. Inside the
Turquoise Cafe, the turquoise-dotted terrazzo floor is still in place and several items original to
the old De Anza, signs and chairs, are being stored until the project's completion. Though not
large enough to accommodate a modern restaurant kitchen, developer Jim Trump hopes to see
a bakery or coffee shop inhabit the historic space. When rented, the cafe's sign will be revitalized
with a fresh coat of turquoise paint and an ad for its new tenant. And yes, the murals depicting the
Zuni Shalako ceremony are still in the former basement conference room. More on those later.

Trump also points to the site plan of the property, designed
to preserve the original motor's lodge's feel. Visual themes
connect the new to the old; pointed, triangular forms
recalling the shape of the iconic sign are integrated into the
facade and security gates of the new, two-story structures.
A mural by Zuni artist Keith Edaakie (a relative of basement
muralist, Tony Edaakie) is planned for a new exterior wall.
While some locals are disappointed that the new
construction doesn't mimic the old, doing so would have
gone against guidelines for historic properties. However,
the new buildings are constructed using the same materials
as their predecessors. Rather than adobe, the walls are
made of stucco-coated wood framing. Trump explained that
the lot size was so tight that the walls had to be constructed
off-site, then transported to the motor lodge, a challenge
that delayed construction progress.

We were allowed to tour the site in early September and viewed the progress on the central
building which rests atop the original basement housing the murals. At the time, the murals
depicting the Zuni ceremony were safely covered to minimize any impact from the construction.
By all accounts, it is the presence of those murals and their inability to be relocated that saved
the De Anza from total destruction. Why wasn't more saved? Among the factors working against
preservation efforts was a colony of feral cats that took up residence behind the fences. Damage
from the years the property sat vacant made the price tag of a full restoration unreachable. Trump



related that rebuilding the two now-restored historic structures completely would have been less
expensive than their rehabilitation.

The revitalized property will offer both gated apartments and AirBNB units and the new central
structure will serve as a community facility, with a large fireplace and balcony overlooking the
Sandia Mountains, as well as a movie room and other amenities. Art is planned to grace the walls
throughout and details that call back to the motor lodge's history, such as a peach tree procured
from the Zuni Pueblo, will also be present on the property. C.G. Wallace, the Zuni trader that
opened the motor lodge in 1939, handed out peaches from a tree that once stood on the
property to his guests. Tours of the murals by the Route 66 De Anza Association non-profit are in
the works, though details have not yet been made public.

For more about the cultural significance and history of the De Anza Motor Lodge, please visit the
Route  66 De  Anza Assoc iationRoute  66 De  Anza Assoc iation. Thanks to Jim Trump for taking the time to meet with us on
the property.
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